Response surface techniques allow us to combine results from a large number of inexpensive low fidelity analyses with a small number of expensive high fidelity analyses for constructing inexpensive and accurate approximations. The paper demonstrates this approach by constructing approximations to wing bending material weight of a high speed civil transport (HSCT). The approximations employ a large number of structural optimizations of finite element models for a range of HSCT configurations. Thousands of structural optimizations of coarse finite element models are used to construct a quadratic response surface model. Then about a hundred structural optimizations of refined finite element models are used to construct linear correction response surface models. The usefulness of the approximations is demonstrated by performing aerodynamic optimizations of the HSCT while employing the response surface models to estimate wing bending material weight. The approximations for the final HSCT designs are compared to results of structural optimizations of the refined finite element model.
Introduction
Response surface methods have received a lot of attention in the past few years in the field of multidisciplinary optimization (MDO) [1] . These techniques construct simple algebraic approximations, typically quadratic polynomials, for the objective function and constraints, based on the values of these functions at a set of points carefully distributed throughout the design space. The optimization then proceeds on the basis of these approximations.
Response surface methods perform several important functions for MDO. They smooth out noise often present in some of the response quantities, they ease the integration of codes from various disciplines, they permit disciplinary experts to retain control over their analysis codes rather than turn them over to design optimization generalists, and they allow easy usage of parallel computer architectures (e.g., [2] , [3] ).
Applications of MDO, with or without response surface (RS) models, usually suffer from the high cost of the system analyses required for accurate evaluation of the objective function and constraints. Our group has pursued a variable complexity modeling approach, involving the simultaneous use of expensive high fidelity analyses together with inexpensive low fidelity analyses for alleviating this difficulty. We have used the results from the lower fidelity analyses to reduce the size of the region in design space, where the response surface model is constructed from the results from the higher fidelity analyses [3] , and to reduce the number of variables in the response surface model [4] or the number of terms used [5] .
In this paper we consider another approach for combining lower fidelity and higher fidelity analyses. The lower fidelity analysis is used to produce a large number of results to create a quadratic response surface model, while the expensive higher fidelity analysis is used to produce a small number of results to create a constant or linear correction factor. This approach was successfully used in the past for approximating results from structural analyses (e.g. [6, 7] ). The present paper demonstrates its usefulness for approximating structural weight obtained by structural optimization of various configurations of a high speed civil transport (HSCT).
HSCT Design Problem
In our paper the design problem is optimization of an HSCT configuration to minimize takeoff gross weight for a range of 5500 nautical miles and a cruise Mach number of 2.4, while carrying 250 passengers. The choice of gross weight as the objective function directly incorporates both aerodynamic and structural considerations, in that the structural design directly affects aircraft empty weight and drag, while aerodynamic performance dictates the drag and thus the required fuel weight. Trim and control requirements are also explicitly treated. Figure 1 shows a typical planform of the HSCT. We have developed a simple description of the geometry and the flight trajectory that employs 29 design variables (listed in Table 1 ). Figure 1 . Typical planform of the HSCT. Max. sea level thrust/engine, (lb)
Twenty-five of these variables describe the geometric layout of the HSCT, three variables describe the mission profile, and one variable defines engine thrust. In addition, for each planform the optimal camber distribution was obtained by the WINGDES [8] program. Sixty eight geometric, performance, and aerodynamic constraints are included in the configuration optimization process (Table 2) . They are necessary to prevent the optimizer from creating physically meaningless HSCT configurations.
Weight equations (or weight functions) are usually used in the conceptual and preliminary design phases to estimate structural weight. Often, these weight equations are statistically-derived, experience based algebraic models. (See Refs. [9] , [10] for a survey of wing weight equations.) We used the Flight Optimization System (FLOPS) [11] weight equation to estimate the weight of all the components of the aircraft, except for the wing bending material weight. 
Structural Optimization
Weight equations are applicable to a wide range of aircraft configurations. Because of that, weight equations may not accurately predict weights of some components of relatively new conceptual designs, such as the HSCT. In our particular case we found that wing bending material weight was not always predicted accurately enough by FLOPS.
In order to improve on the weight equation, we perform many structural optimizations in a region around a nominal configuration and create a customized weight function (quadratic RS model) which is tailored to the HSCT and its particular design requirements. This quadratic RS model was used to replace the wing bending material weight portion of the FLOPS weight equation.
Due to the large number of optimizations that must be performed to create a response surface model, a relatively coarse structural optimization model was used. We employed a structural model of the HSCT with a fixed arrangement of spars and ribs. The wing and fuselage skin were modeled by membrane elements. Spar and rib caps were modeled by rod elements. Vertical rods and shear panels were used to model spar and rib webs. Because of symmetry, we only generated a finite element (FE) model of half the aircraft. Our typical coarse FE model of the HSCT consisted of 1, 127 elements joined together at 226 nodes with a total number of 1, 242 degrees of freedom ( Figure 2 ). Forty design variables were used in the coarse FE model, including 26 to define skin panel thicknesses, 12 for spar cap areas, and two design variables for the rib cap areas. Within each group a uniform thickness or area distribution was assumed.
Spar Group Numbers
Skin Region Numbers We applied stress constraints based on the Von Mises yield criterion to each panel, spar, and rib cap element. In addition, local buckling constraints were applied. We only employed the results of the structural optimization to estimate the bending material weight of the structure, and continued to use FLOPS weight equation to estimate other parts of the structural and nonstructural weight. Following the FLOPS weight equation breakdown, the bending material weight was defined to consist mostly of the weight of the spar caps and skin panels. It accounted for about 4.5% of the gross takeoff weight. However, the entire wing structural weight was the objective function of the structural optimization. After optimization was performed, wing bending material weight was calculated based on the thickness of specific portions of the wing.
The loads applied to the structural model were composed of aerodynamic and inertia forces. Inertia loads represented the combined effects of non-structural items, fuel weight, and the distributed weight of the structure. Aerodynamic loads for supersonic flight conditions were determined using a supersonic panel method, and loads for subsonic flight conditions were from a vortex-lattice method. The structure was assumed to be rigid for the determination of aerodynamic forces. Previous studies indicated that structural flexibility did not have a large effect on the structural wing weight (objective function of the structural optimization) for this particular configuration [12, 13] . A surface spline interpolation method was used to translate forces between aerodynamic node and structural node locations. Five load cases were considered for the structural optimization (Table 3) . More details about loads can be found in Refs. 14, 15. A finite-element-based structural optimization code GENESIS [16] , was used to optimize the HSCT configurations. The large number of structural optimizations required made this problem especially suitable for coarse grain parallelization. The structural optimization required about 40 minutes each when performed on a single node. Instead, we performed the optimizations on 30 − 50 nodes at a time, with an average efficiency of about 0.6, so that we could perform about 30 structural optimizations per hour. A coarse-grain parallelization of GENESIS on the Intel Paragon greatly accelerated the creation of the response surface models.
Initially we only used a coarse FE model that was optimized thousands of times to create the weight equation [14] . Next we created a more refined, higher fidelity, finite element model of the HSCT wing structure. The refined FE model had a larger number of design variables than the coarse FE model -74. Figure 3 shows an example of such a FE model. It had 2, 214 elements, 555 nodes, and 3, 216 degrees of freedom. That model also included the landing gear bay, missing from the coarser model. Comparison of the the optimal structural weight for the two models for a few aerodynamic configurations revealed substantial differences. Consequently, we sought to correct the quadratic RS model created from the results of the structural optimizations with the coarse FE model. One structural optimization for the refined FE model required about 4 hours on a single node of the Intel Paragon. We could afford a relatively small number of structural optimizations with the refined FE model. Consequently, the correction must be of lower order, that is, constant or linear. 
Noise in the Structural Optimization Results
The weight obtained by structural optimization is not a smooth function of the configuration design variables. This nonsmoothness is the result of changes in the set of active constraints as the configuration changes and numerical noise which includes incomplete convergence of the structural optimization as well as noise in the aerodynamic loads.
A procedure which we use to detect noise in a response quantity is to plot the response along a straight line segment in design space. This plot is sometimes called an α plot. The segment is obtained by connecting two close design points:
where x s is the vector of starting design variables, x f is the vector of final design variables.
In order to check the amount of noise in the results of the structural optimization for the coarse FE model, two close, conventionally looking HSCT designs are chosen as the endpoints of the segment. These designs are referred to as Design #1 and Design #20 (shown in the Figure 4) . The configuration design variables which define these two designs differ by about 3%. Eighteen additional equally spaced designs are taken along the straight line segment connecting two endpoint designs. Figure 5 shows the variation in the wing bending material weight from structural optimization of the coarse FE model for the 20 designs. It appears from the figure that the noise in the structural optimization weight is on the order of 5 − −10%. Note, that the FLOPS estimate is also presented in the figure. 
Construction of Response Surface Models
We performed structural optimization with the coarse FE model for 2, 107 HSCT configurations. The set of points S q corresponding to these configurations form a small composite design (SCD) in 29 design variables. Consider the p-dimensional box centered at the origin of the system of coordinates. Then SCD represents a fraction (2 (p−m) ) of vertices of this box, point at the center, and 2p points at the axis of the system of coordinates, located symmetrically with respect to the center of the box. We used 2 (29−18) fraction of the vertices for our particular case. The points for SCD were generated using the program SAS [17] . More details about SCD can be found in Ref. 18 , pp. 351-355.
We constructed a quadratic response surface model from the results of the structural optimization at the set S q of 2, 107 points. A full quadratic RS model in 29 variables has 465 terms. We used two approaches to eliminate poorly defined terms in the response surface model: the backward elimination procedure and the stepwise regression procedure followed by backward elimination ( [18] , pp. 650-655). The same model was obtained using both approaches. It was possible to estimate 96 terms in the response surface model with a p-value ( [18] , pp. 31-38) less or equal to 0.05. The unbiased root mean square error estimate for this model was about 4.1%.
We selected a subset S l of 101 D-optimal ( [18] , pp. 364-366) points from the set S q of 2107 points to construct linear correction RS models. Another set of 100 points S t was randomly selected from S q to test the performance of the linear correction RS models at a set of points different from the set of points used to create the correction RS models. This number of points (100) is approximately three times the number of coefficients in the linear correction RS models.
Refined structural optimizations were performed for S l and S t . The differences between the wing bending material weight calculated by the coarse structural optimization and by the refined structural optimization for the two sets of points S l and S t are summarized in Table 4 . The average value of the wing bending material weight from the refined structural optimization was about 55, 000 lb for both S l and S t . From Table 4 we see that on average the refined structural optimization predicts 25% heavier wing bending material weight than the coarse structural optimization. We evaluated the errors of the coarse RS model with respect to the refined structural optimization results at S l and S t ( Table 5 ). The average, median, and maximum values of the error of the RS model agree well with the differences between the refined and the coarse structural optimization results (Table 4) , which indicates that there is not much difference between a comparison of the actual data and the values from the RS model. We used several approaches for correcting the RS model based on the coarse FE model. To describe these approaches we introduce the following notation: d a -average difference between the results of refined and coarse structural optimizations at S l (10, 813 lb); r a -average ratio of the results of coarse structural optimizations to the results of refined structural optimizations at S l (0.8047); B c -bending material weight from coarse structural optimizations at S q (2, 107 points); B corr c -corrected bending material weight at S q ; RS1 -response surface model constructed from the coarse structural optimizations, B c ; RS ac -linear additive correction response surface model (constructed at S l ); RS mc -linear multiplicative correction RS model (constructed at S l ); RS corr -corrected quadratic RS model. We used the correction response surface models to correct either the results of the quadratic RS model constructed from the coarse structural optimizations results (RS1), or to correct the data used for construction of the quadratic RS model. Using the notation above, these approaches can be summarized as follows:
(iii a ) and (iv a ) are similar to (i a ) and (ii a ), but coarse data is corrected instead of coarse RS models:
corr is obtained by passing a new RS model at the corrected data points. In fact, approaches (i a ) and (iii a ) are identical, because (iii a ) results in shifting all the data by the same amount, thus, preserving all the features of RS1, except for the constant term. As the shift in (i a ) and (iii a ) is the same, the predicted weights are also the same for RS corr from (i a ) and for RS corr created from B corr c of (iii a ). Four analogous multiplicative corrections were also introduced, as:
To eliminate poorly defined terms in the linear correction RS models we again used two different approaches: the backward elimination procedure and the stepwise regression procedure followed by backward elimination. For the threshold p-value of 0.05 it was possible to estimate only four out of the original 30 terms for the additive RS model, RS ac , and nine out of 30 terms for the multiplicative RS model, RS mc .
Accuracy of Correction RS Models
The errors in the wing bending material weight approximations using the additive and multiplicative RS models are summarized in Figures 6 and 7 versus the number of terms retained in the models. Note that the values in Figure 6 for one term, correspond to case (i a ). The errors with the four term additive correction and the nine term multiplicative correction are summarized in Table 6 . The results in Figures 6 and 7 and in Tables 5 and 6 indicate that the error of the coarse RS model can be reduced by more than 50% by using the constant correction, d a (Case (i a )) or r a (Case (i b )). The few additional terms in the linear correction RS models improve the accuracy just a little more. It is also possible to conclude that on average the linear additive correction RS model is slightly better than the linear multiplicative correction RS model.
To separate the errors associated with the coarse RS model from the errors of the linear correction RS models, we recalculated the errors without using the coarse RS model, but instead correcting all 2, 107 coarse data points (data B c at the set of points S q ). We used approaches (iv a ) and (iv b ) described above, that is, passing a RS model through the corrected data. The results obtained were close to the corresponding results from Figures 6 and 7 . From that we may conclude that for our case there is not much difference in approaches (ii a ) and (iv a ) or in approaches (ii b ) and (iv b ), i.e., it does not matter much if we correct the results of the coarse RS model or we correct the data B c and recreate the quadratic RS model from the corrected data.
HSCT Configuration Optimization employing Correction RS Models
HSCT configuration optimizations were performed to evaluate the effects of using the correction RS models. Several different approaches were tried for estimating wing bending material weight within the configuration optimization: Table 7 . The gross take off weight presented in this table was calculated using the approximate bending material weight employed in the corresponding configuration optimization. The planforms of the aircraft are plotted in Figure 8 . Optimizations were started from the baseline HSCT configuration.
Here (RS + average difference) denotes using (RS1 + d a ); RSdiff denotes using RS1 corr ac ; RSrat denotes using RS1 corr mc .
From Table 7 we note that the errors at the optimal design are somewhat larger than the average errors in Tables 5 and 6 , and that they tend to be unconservative. RS1 corr ac is an exception on both counts, but this may be a matter of chance. This tendency indicates that the optimization procedure capitalizes on weaknesses in the RS models.
From Table 7 and Figure 8 we see that when the corrected RS models RS1 corr ac and RS1 corr mc were used, the configuration optimization converged to very similar designs. The configuration obtained using the average difference correction looks slightly different from the configurations obtained using RS1 corr ac and RS1 corr mc . The gross take off weights obtained for the three optimum designs are comparable. The gross take off weight is lower for the design obtained using the average difference correction. However, if we correct the error in the wing bending material weight for this configuration and add the fuel needed to carry the additional weight, the gross take off weight for this configuration will be much closer to the one obtained with RS1 corr ac . We also performed HSCT configuration optimization starting from the optimal configuration obtained using FLOPS. Some parameters of the obtained optimal HSCT configurations are given in Table 8 . The gross take off weight presented in this table was calculated using the approximate bending material weight employed in the corresponding configuration optimization. The planforms of the aircraft are plotted in Figure 9 . Optimizations were started from the FLOPS optimum.
Here (RS + average difference) denotes using (RS1 + d a ); RSdiff denotes using RS1 corr ac ; RSrat denotes using RS1 corr mc . Though the optimal configurations obtained are different from the ones when optimization was started from the baseline configuration, the gross take off weights of the aircraft are comparable.
From Tables 7 and 8 we find that the additive correction is consistently more accurate at the optimum than the multiplicative correction or the correction by the average. However, this may be an idiosyncrasy of the example. The error of RS1 (based on the coarse FE model) at the optimum is of the order of 40%, while the errors associated with the various correction response surfaces range from 2.5% to 17.3%.
Convergence to different HSCT configurations when starting from different initial points may reflect the nonconvexity of the design domain. In addition the aerodynamic constraints used in the configuration optimization have numerical noise in them [19] . Thus several local optima are very likely to exist.
Concluding Remarks
The paper demonstrated the use of response surface techniques for combining a large number of inexpensive low fidelity results with a small number of expensive high fidelity results. A large number of structural optimizations based on the coarse finite element model were combined with a small number of optimizations based on the refined model for constructing approximations to wing bending material weight in terms of configuration design variables of an HSCT. Quadratic models were fit to coarse model results, and linear models were used as additive or multiplicative corrections. The accuracy of the approximations was tested at a randomly chosen set of 100 points as well as by using the approximations for configuration optimization and checking their accuracy at the optima. It was found that:
1. The linear correction response surfaces reduced the errors of the quadratic response surfaces based on coarse models by more than half. 2. Most of the reduction was obtained even with a constant correction, with the linear terms adding only marginal improvements. 3. The additive correction performed slightly better at the test data points, and substantially better for the optimal designs. 4. It did not matter if the correction response surface was applied to the coarse model data followed by fitting a new quadratic surface or if the original quadratic response surface was corrected directly.
